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# Concluding Remarks In this article, we have collected a number of constructions for states of
quantum systems, concentrating in particular on the structuring of measurements that can be
performed on systems that are in general entangled with the measurement apparatus. In Sec.
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\[singleton\], we have seen that the measurement of a single observable can be described by a
*symmetric* POVM, even when the observable is degenerate. This shows that POVMs with two

outcomes indeed give a precise description of measurement results, even if the outcomes are not
associated with any probability distribution. In Sec. \[selective\], we showed that, under mild

conditions, a selective measurement of a Hermitian operator can always be described by a POVM. In
the more general setting of mixed states, the concept of *discord* has been introduced to describe

the nonclassical correlation present in states of composite systems. It is easy to generalize this
concept in the measurement scenario. If we can identify every measurement with a collection of

measurement results of a corresponding measurement (for example, when the measurements are
described by POVMs), then we can define *discord in a measurement* as the *dual notion* of the
*discord in a state*: if a state is highly entangled, then it is highly discordant in the measurement;

and if a measurement is highly discord
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